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Abstract—This paper selects the closing price data of 

Shanghai stock index from January 4, 2000 to June 2020 as the 

research data. Through ADF test, white noise test and ARCH 

effect test, it is found that the closing price sequence of 

Shanghai stock index has the characteristics of non-stationary 

and autocorrelation. Its first-order difference sequence is a 

stationary white noise sequence, and has the characteristics of 

peak thick tail and conditional heteroscedasticity, based on 

this, ARMA model and GARCH model are selected to model 

the data, and it is found that the closing price sequence of 

Shanghai stock index has leverage effect. At the same time, the 

model is further used to make short-term forecast, including 

dynamic forecast and static forecast for the time series data, 

and the conclusion is that GARCH(1,2) is the more favorable 

model, and the shortcomings of this analysis are pointed out. 

 
Index Terms—Time series, ARMA model, GARCH model, 

Shanghai stock index, non-white noise series. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the globalization of market opening and financial 

innovation, the research on the periodicity and law of stock 

market volatility has become one of the most important 

issues in China and even the international financial market. 

[1] For one thing, investors want to find the hidden 

economic laws in the stock market. For another, people are 

also exploring more accurate methods and tools to predict 

the stock market. There is no doubt that financial time series 

model analysis occupies a place in this field. In this paper, 

ADF test, white noise test and ARCH effect test are used to 

carry out the first-order difference, and ARMA model and 

GARCH model are selected to model and predict the data. 

Hence, managers understand the dynamics of the stock 

market, so as to make relevant decisions, and at the same 

time, investors can get higher returns. [2] However, the 

stock price series is a very complex nonlinear dynamic 

system. The traditional time series forecasting methods 

reflect the characteristics and changes of linear dynamic 

system through the statistical relationship of time series, so 

as to reveal the inherent change rules. Therefore, in order to 

predict stock price completely and accurately for such a 

nonlinear dynamic system as stock, the time series model 

plays an important role in the analysis and prediction of 

Shanghai stock index. 
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II. RELATED RESEARCH METHODS AND THEORETICAL 

BASIS OF MODEL 

A. ADF Test 

In order to ensure the accuracy of the model, this paper 

makes a stationary test on the series. The author choose 

ADF test, and the number of lag periods is determined by 

AIC and SC minimum criteria. 

B. Processing of Nonstationary Time Series 

White noise test is the most important part of the time 

series. The rationality of the selected model can be judged 

by the white noise test of differential residuals. 

C. Establishing ARMA Model 

AR model is to use the previous observation value and 

the current interference value through a certain linear 

combination to predict and analyze. MA model is based on 

the previous interference value and the current interference 

value through a certain linear combination to predict. 

ARMA model is composed of AR model and MA model, 

which is mainly used to describe stationary stochastic 

process.  

D. Establishing GARCH Model 

ARCH model is called "autoregressive conditional 

heteroscedasticity" model, which describes the 

heteroscedasticity of residual items in financial time series 

model. The core idea of arch model is that the variance of 

the residual term at time t depends on the square of the 

residual term at time t-1. [3] 

In order to get a good fitting effect, ARCH model needs 

to set a large lag coefficient p, which inevitably needs to 

estimate a lot of parameters, which increases the amount of 

calculation. GARCH model solves this problem well. 

GARCH model introduces lag term in conditional variance 

equation of arch model and obtains GARCH (p, q) [4]. 

 

III. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

A. Sample Data Selection 

In order to make sure the selected stock index reflect the 

situation of China's stock market as much as possible [5], 

the Shanghai stock index is selected as the representative 

stock of China, and the closing price data of Shanghai stock 

index from January 4, 2000 to June, 2020 is selected as the 

research object to study the periodicity of China's stock 

market. Remove some problematic data, compare and 

process the remaining closing price data of Shanghai stock 

index in Excel on each working day, and then get the final 

experimental data after deleting the non-overlapping dates. 
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At the same time, the time series were further analyzed in 

Eviews. 

B. Tests and Treatment of Time Series 

1) Stability test and treatment 

Before analyzing time series, in order to eliminate the 

phenomenon of pseudo regression, it is necessary to carry 

out unit root test on time series. [6] 
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Fig. 1. Time series diagram of original time series. 

 

From the time series, it can be seen from Fig. 1 that the 

time series has not obvious periodicity, and direct 

observation cannot directly determine whether it is stable. 

[7] At this time, we can further judge whether the series is 

stable with the help of autocorrelation graph. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Autocorrelation graph of original time series. 

 

According to Fig. 2, it can be seen that the ACF is always 

positive above the zero axis as the number of delayed 

periods increases, and the attenuation rate is very slow. 

Therefore, it can be judged that the original time series is 

non-stationary. 

Meanwhile, the results show that the P value of LB test 

statistic is far less than 0.05 under each order delay. 

Therefore, it can be determined that the original sequence 

belongs to non-white noise sequence, which has the 

significance of further research. 

2) Model order determination 

Combined with Fig. 3, it can be seen from Fig. 4 that the 

value of ADF statistic is - 60.86428, which is less than the 

corresponding critical values of 1%, 5% and 10% 

(respectively - 3.959894, - 3.410714, - 3.127144), and P 

value is 0, which means that the original hypothesis is 

rejected, the first-order difference sequence has no unit root 

and the sequence is stable. 
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Fig. 3. First order differential time series diagram. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Unit root test after first order difference. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Correlation coefficient graph after first order difference. 

 

As shown in Fig. 5, autocorrelation is truncated and 

partial autocorrelation is trailing. From the autocorrelation 

graph, the following analysis can be made: 

a) The autocorrelation coefficient decreases rapidly to 

0 after k=1, so the MA (1) model can be fitted. 

b) The partial autocorrelation coefficient decreases to 0 

after k=1 or k=2, so AR (1) model or AR (2) model can be 

fitted. 

c) At the same time, ARMA (1,1) and ARMA (2,1) 

models can be considered. 
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IV. MODELING 

A. ARMA Model 

1) Modeling 

⚫ Establishing MA (1) model 

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the coefficient P value is less 

than the significance level 0.05, so it is considered that the 

coefficient passes the test, and the MA (1) model can be 

established. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Parameter estimation of MA(1) model. 

 

⚫ Establishing AR (1) model 

 

 
Fig. 7. Parameter estimation of AR(1) model. 

 

As shown in Fig. 7 above, the coefficient P is less than 

0.05, it is considered that the coefficient passes the test and 

AR (1) model can be established. 

⚫ Establishing AR (2) model 

 

 
Fig. 8. Parameter estimation of AR(2) model. 

 

As shown in Fig. 8, similarly, the coefficient P < 0.05 

indicates that the AR (2) model can be established after the 

coefficient passes the test. 

⚫ Establishing ARMA(1,1) model 

 

 
Fig. 9. Parameter estimation of ARMA(1,1) model. 

 

As Fig. 9 shows, the P values of coefficients AR (2) and 

MA (1) are 0, which can be detected and ARMA (1,1) 

model can be established. 

⚫ Establishing ARMA(1,2) model 

 

 
Fig. 10. Parameter estimation of ARMA(1,2) model. 

 

Observing P values in Fig. 10, they were all greater than 

the significance level of 0.05, the coefficients could not pass 

the test, and the ARMA (1,2) model could not be 

established. 

After that, the model needs to be selected. Among the 

five models mentioned above, it is not difficult to find that 

as long as AR (1), MA (1) and ARMA (1,1) models can pass 

the test, but the optimal model still needs to be determined. 

Therefore, AIC criterion and SC criterion can be used to 

further judge the advantages of the models, and the data 

values of the two criteria of each model are analyzed. The 

smaller the value, the better. The values are shown in Table 

I below: 
 

TABLE I: AIC AND SC CRITERION 

Model AIC criteria SC criteria 

AR(1) 10.451 10.454 

MA(1) 10.450 10.453 

ARMA(1,1) 10.448 10.451 

 

It can be seen from Table I that ARMA (1,1) meets the 

requirements of AIC and SC, and the minimum order is the 

optimal order. Therefore, it is thought that ARMA (1,1) is 

more suitable as the mean value equation of Shanghai stock 

index. 
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2) Model test (residual test) 
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Fig. 11. Residual time series diagram. 

 

By observing the sequence diagram of the residuals in 

Fig. 11, the author find that the data may be stable. It can be 

seen that the residuals show large and small fluctuations, 

and the fluctuation phenomenon has the following property, 

which indicates that the residual fluctuation has the 

aggregation, and further shows that the residual distribution 

is asymmetric and there may be conditional 

heteroscedasticity [8]. In order to prove this conjecture, the 

conditional heteroscedasticity test is carried out on this 

basis, that is, the ARCH effect test is carried out on the 

residuals. This test is shown in B 1)） 

 

 
Fig. 12. Autocorrelation graph of residuals. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Unit root test chart of residuals. 

 

The author test the unit root of residuals and draw 

autocorrelation graphs. It can be found in Fig. 12 that the 

residuals have passed the unit root test, and the values of 

autocorrelation coefficient and partial autocorrelation 

coefficient in the autocorrelation graph are also very low. 

Therefore, we can believe that the residual has reached the 

level of white noise, which indicates that the AR (1) model 

has a good fitting degree and the model information has 

been fully utilized. 

Redefining the residuals, the author test the unit root of 

the newly generated sequence as can be seen in Fig. 13. 

B. GARCH Model 

1) The selection of GARCH model 

When GARCH model is used, the data dx of the first 

order difference is also used. Before fitting the GARCH 

model, it is necessary to observe whether the data has arch 

effect. [9] First, de average the sequence dx, that is, define 

w=dx-mean, and then conduct correlation test on the square 

of w to make the residual square correlation graph, as 

shown in Fig. 6-Fig. 10. Through the residual square 

correlation graph, we can find that P value is less than the 

significance level, the sequence has autocorrelation, not 

white noise time series, so there is ARCH effect. Because 

the unit root test results are stationary data, it can fit 

GARCH model. 

2) Model testing 

Before establishing GARCH model, ARCH effect should 

be tested first. In actual financial data processing, 

autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity model is 

widely used, abbreviated as ARCH(q). 

Investigating the variance homogeneity of the original 

time series, the residual time series after square processing 

obviously shows the characteristics of heteroscedasticity. At 

this time, it needs to be further processed. [10] 

According to the above analysis results, the residual time 

series of AR model has heteroscedasticity, asymmetry and 

non-normality. Most of the previous studies focused on the 

assumption that the random error term obeys the normal 

distribution. In this paper, the author assume that the 

random perturbation term of the mean equation obeys the 

generalized error distribution (GED) distribution, and on the 

basis of this analysis, the author choose to add the wave 

term to the mean equation, that is, the GARCH-M model 

proposed by Engle et al. These models can not only 

describe the autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity 

process, but also introduce the volatility into the 

corresponding regression equation. In addition to describing 

some other factors affecting the return of financial assets, 

they can also reflect the impact of return volatility on the 

return of financial assets. 

① Fitting GARCH model 

The commonly used GARCH models are GARCH (1,1), 

GARCH (1,2), GARCH (2,1), GARCH (2,2), therefore use 

each model to establish model: 

a) GRACH(1,1) modeling 

It can be seen from Fig. 14 that the coefficient P values 

are all 0, which can pass the test and the model can be 

established. GARCH (1,1) model is the most common 

model in this kind of analysis. Although it may not be the 

optimal model here, it is necessary to analyze it. It can be 

seen from GARCH model that a [1] is 0.055990, β [1] is 

0.945578, and the sum of them is 0.9989, which is close to 

1. At this time, it can be considered that the volatility shows 

high persistence. In addition, from the β [1] of 0.945578, it 

can be seen that the volatility has a very slow decay rate, 

which shows that volatility has obvious clustering 
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characteristics. This can also show that during this period, 

when the fluctuation of Shanghai stock index is impacted, 

the fluctuation will be large and continuous. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Parameter estimation of GARCH(1,1) model. 

 

b) GARCH(1,2) modeling 

 

 
Fig. 15. Parameter estimation of GARCH(1,2) model. 

 

It can be seen that in Fig. 15 the coefficient P is 0, so the 

model can be established. 

c) GARCH(2,1) modeling 
 

 
Fig. 16. Parameter estimation of GARCH(2,1) model. 

 

It can be seen in Fig. 16 that the coefficient P is 0, so the 

model can be established. 

d) GARCH(2,2) modeling 
 

 
Fig. 17. Parameter estimation of GARCH(2,2) model. 

It can be seen in Fig. 17 that the p value of G1 is greater 

than the confidence level of 0.05, which cannot pass the test 

and the model cannot be established. 

According to the test results, the sum of α[i] and β[i] in 

GARCH (1,1), GARCH (1,2), GARCH (2,1), GARCH (2,2) 

are 0.9846,1.0351,0.9851,0.9670 respectively, the 

difference is not significant, and there is no obvious sign of 

exceeding the expectation. 

Nevertheless, only GARCH (1,1), GARCH (1,2), 

GARCH (2,1) coefficients all passed the test, and the AIC 

of the three were 9.7862, 9.7826, 9.7845, and SC were 

9.7898, 9.7875 and 9.7894 respectively. Judging from the 

method of judging the minimum value, GARCH (1,2) 

model is better, so the model can be better fitted. 

 

V. PREDICTION OF THE MODEL 

A. Short Term Forecast 

The author use the effective model ARMA (1,1) to make 

short-term forecast. There are two kinds of forecasting 

methods: dynamic forecast and static forecast. The former is 

multi-step forward prediction according to a certain 

estimation interval selected; the latter is only rolling 

forward prediction, that is, every time the prediction is 

made, the real value is replaced by the predicted value, 

added to the estimation interval, and then the forward 

prediction is made. 

B. Dynamic Forecast 

The predicted values are stored in the DXF sequence. At 

this time, it can be observed from Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 that 

the dynamic relationship between the original sequence dx 

and dxf. At the same time, select dx and dxf, right-click, 

click open/as group, and then click view/graph/line, and 

then the following figure will appear. Dynamic prediction is 

almost a straight line, which shows that the dynamic 

prediction effect is not good. 

 

 
Fig. 18. Dynamic prediction chart. 

 

 
Fig. 19. Effect diagram of dynamic prediction. 
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C. Static Forecast 

The static prediction is shown in the Fig. 20 below. The 

prediction is still stored in DXF. The DX and DXF charts 

show that the static prediction effect is good. 

 

 
Fig. 20. Static prediction chart. 

 

Forecast results: as shown in Fig. 21 below, the 

fluctuation range of static forecast price is not large in the 

increase of 8 days, which are all around the average value 

of 2901.34. 

 
Fig. 21. Effect diagram of static prediction. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

To sum up, from the criterion of the smaller the better, it 

can found that GARCH (1,2) model is the best, so the 

author also adopt GARCH (1,2) model. In the model, it is 

considered that there is leverage effect (that is, leverage the 

larger capital with less capital to improve the yield) [11], 

and if a positive and negative impact of the same size can 

be exerted at this time, the negative impact will bring more 

obvious impact. 

From the analysis, it is not difficult to see that the 

GARCH group model can well fit the stock market in China. 

From the model of this paper, it can be seen that the Prob. 

value of all index mean equation and variance equation is 

0.0000. It can be said that under 1% confidence level, the 

Shanghai Composite Index of China can be well fitted by 

GARCH model, and the model is very significant. Secondly, 

the selected Shanghai stock index model shows the 

volatility state in line with the financial market. The sample 

data show the characteristics of peak thick tail and left 

deviation, as well as volatility clustering (high volatility and 

low volatility of the stock market tend to gather in a certain 

period of time, and their periods will appear alternately). 

In addition, some scholars pointed out that it is a means 

of economic regulation for the government to adjust the 

price level through the stock market. The government hopes 

that the purpose of the rise of the stock market is to 

highlight direct financing, reduce the leverage of the real 

economy and obtain a slightly higher leverage in the capital 

market. In this sentence, it has been known from the 

GARCH (2,2) model above that there is indeed leverage 

effect. Therefore, comparing the analysis results with the 

actual situation, the author think that the results of the 

model are more reasonable. 

Finally, the research of this paper still has some 

limitations, because the time series of stock price is quite 

complex. For the future research and analysis, the author 

can summarize its periodicity more accurately and forecast 

the stock price more accurately, so as to know the 

decision-making of managers and investors. In addition, 

only the closing price is selected as the predictor, and the 

sample number of stock price is not very large. The author 

only study ARMA model and GARCH model. These 

shortcomings need to be corrected in the follow-up research 

work to get a better prediction. 
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